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 Wenlock Park (1915) Recorded on September 9, 1915. First public airing of this record. Bienvenido Granda's Wenlock Park
(1915) was an unusual musical oddity. It was recorded by Bienvenido Granda's small ensemble (with soloist F. Marin), and the
program consists of long excerpts from one of Granda's operas and an orchestral interlude. Yet this recording is not at all a true
opera or a traditional orchestral suite; it is a peculiar collage of musical styles and techniques. After the general introduction, a

melodic motif is repeated at various points in a chant-like fashion, often in tandem with a 4/4 rhythm. This motif is
accompanied by the lightest and most delicate of piano/woodwind trills and runs. The piano also plays a solo motif, which shifts

into an intricate fugal style, harmonically reminiscent of the popular tango fandango. The ensemble's attention wanders far
afield, from a fragment of jazz to a strange piano trio. The soloists also step outside the music, with contributions of
incomprehensible conversational tones. It's all very alien: this is a recording that defies easy categorization. Granda's

compositions (also known as "hymns") for his original chamber operas appear to be a natural outgrowth of the compositional
process of the neoclassical era. The original ideas, such as the four-part arrangement of the chorale Nunc sanctus ("Holy one,
sanctify us"), suggest the influence of the Protestant hymnal. As the musical language moves further away from the Romantic

era, it becomes more and more dissonant, relying heavily on the use of the trill. For instance, Granda's orchestral interlude at the
end of the recording is a chorale melody, but also features a heavy use of the trill. The program ends with a random assortment
of notes (with flutter-tongue accompaniment), as though the composers are trying to defy their own work. The piano solos in
this recording are also somewhat anomalous. They're not the conventional "piano-quintet" pieces that used to be so popular in
the late nineteenth century. Granda's piano pieces are closer to classical "piano quartet" music, with the piano soloists acting

more as the "minstrel" of the ensemble. 82157476af
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